The traditional network perimeter? Not so traditional anymore. These days, people log in from a cubicle as often as the couch or coffee shop—and they’re accessing the same sensitive data, communicating the same important business decisions, and exploring the web with the same fearless abandon. It’s clear: As endpoints head into the wild, it’s up to you to keep them as safe as your on-premise network.

Rapid7 can help. Our products and solutions reveal real-time remote asset and user risk—and arm you with insight from continuous research on attacker methods and behavior—providing a powerful one-two punch to help you mitigate risk and minimize productivity disruptions outside of the office.

Vulnerability Management

InsightVM, Rapid7’s leading vulnerability management product, helps reduce remote risk more strategically by scanning your entire network for vulnerabilities and prioritizing results based on the vulns an attacker is most likely to exploit first. Real-time? You bet. With the Rapid7 Insight Agent—our cloud agent—InsightVM can conduct a live vulnerability assessment on any of your global endpoints and update dashboards and remediation plans as your environment changes. So whether you’re working on a routine patch Tuesday or the latest Vulnerability with a capital V, you can instantly see the impact across your entire user base and prioritize accordingly.

THE RAPID7 INSIGHT AGENT

Our lightweight cloud agent is easily deployed to endpoints for live updates on changing vulnerability information via InsightVM and/or real-time incident detection and endpoint queries via InsightIDR. The single agent works across our suite of solutions to provide insight across your remote systems and the people using them.
Incident Detection and Response

Rapid7 InsightIDR combines the capabilities of SIEM, UBA, and EDR with your existing network and security stack to provide real-time detection of stealthy, malicious activity, even when users and endpoints are off the corporate network. How? We marry real-time endpoint data with user activity and log search for comprehensive incident detection across the entire attack chain. Even better, you only need one unified agent—the Rapid7 Insight Agent—to collect both user activity and asset vulnerability data.

Penetration Testing and Phishing Simulation

User awareness training is critical for any organization, but it’s hard to tell just how much sinks in with remote workers. Our suggestion? Test ’em! Rapid7 Metasploit Pro simulates sophisticated phishing campaigns to see how savvy they are. And if the answer is “Not that savvy”? Well, Metasploit can also test your compensating security controls to ensure a remote user visiting your HQ with a compromised machine won’t open a door to the rest of your network.

Assessment and Advisory Services

Deploying new productivity applications to better enable remote users? Rapid7’s seasoned pen testers can test those apps to make sure they’re secure, and our Advisory Services experts can help you plan a secure deployment and BYOD strategy before you roll it out.

Managed Detection and Response Services

Short on the time, talent, and tech it takes to monitor and hunt attackers on your remote devices? Let us do it for you. Our army of cyber guardians combines InsightIDR and tailored threat intelligence with individual experience investigating hundreds of breaches to expertly detect and respond to known and unknown threats quickly and thoroughly. And if we find an incident? We’ll notify you right away, then seamlessly pivot from 24/7 monitoring to incident response.

“Our large remote workforce and high degree of company travel make for a complex security environment, so we need to be hyper-vigilant when it comes to things like detecting compromised credentials or knowing if a user logs in from two different locations within a suspiciously brief period... [InsightIDR] provides us with a good overview of the cloud services being used across our organization, enabling us to make decisions on mitigating cloud risk and offering certain corporate cloud services based on employees’ needs, as observed in InsightIDR.”

— Manager of IT Risk Management, Acosta

REDUCE YOUR REMOTE RISK

Find out which Rapid7 products and services are right for your needs:

P: 1.866.7RAPID7
E: sales@rapid7.com